


TIS smart home solutions have taken a big step in home 
automation, especially, among other services, in home AC 

control. A number of our smart devices are designed 
to automate climate control through digitalized 

temperature sensors and other hydration/
dehydration mechanisms.



Some TIS smart solutions, such as Luna 
bedside, Venera switch, HVAC module, and 
more, are equipped with temperature sensors to 
monitor and adjust the indoor air based on your desired 
temperature. Of course, this is helpful, but there is a small 
problem when it comes to big houses with many rooms. 



Having to control all of your rooms’ temperature with only 
one thermal index increases the possibility of overheating/
freezing small spaces. For example, it might get hazy and 
hot on a summer day. Typically, your smart device detects 
the right indoor temperature based on the outdoor one and 
automatically raises the fan speed of the ducted AC. 

However, does your baby’s room need to get as cold as the living 
room? Most likely not. A freezing cold baby room is neither healthy 
nor comfortable. So, what is to be done about this problem?



Don’t worry. T4’s here! It is TIS’s smart thermostat with 
4 temperature sensors that can be installed in different 
parts of your luxury home. You don’t have to install more 
wall panels to cover all the spaces. TIS T4 does it for you. 



This thermostat module can be set to work based on 
the average temperature between two separate 

spaces. Do you prefer to have consistent air flow 
in the kitchen and dining room? Well, this smart 

device can be configured to work with TIS 
wall panels, too. 



It can take control of the thermal settings in a single 
space; just put one of the sensors in your spa room, for 
instance, and define a maximum/minimum temperature range 
for future automatic performance. Also, via your cellphone, you 
can set the water temperature of your Jacuzzi tub so that it’s ready 
when you go to relax in a well-heated fresh water. 

So, instead of installing several 
smart panels with built-in 
thermostats, get a T4 to complete 
your luxury home automation. We 
believe that you deserve the best.




